Abstract
Introduction
Over the last decade, clusters and distributed-memory multiprocessors consisting of hundreds or thousands of standard CPUs have become very popular. In addition, recent work in computational and data GRIDs [3, 13] enables applications to access resources in different and possibly widely dispersed locations simultaneously-that is, to employ processor co-allocation [8] -to accomplish their goals, effectively creating single multicluster systems. In such systems, jobs may be submitted with numbers of components that vary between one and the number of clusters. Whereas single-component jobs may still be handled by local cluster schedulers, for the multi-component ones, either a separate global scheduler has to be introduced (which may then also deal with single-component jobs), or the local schedulers have to be made aware of the whole multicluster system. In this paper we assess with simulations the average response time of both single-and multi-component jobs in multicluster systems for different configurations of queues, for different priority orders in which the associated schedulers are allowed to schedule jobs, and for several ways in which jobs with different numbers of components are distributed among the queues.
Most of the research on processor scheduling in parallel computer systems has been dedicated to multiprocessors and single-cluster systems (see, e.g., [12] ), but hardly any attention has been devoted to multicluster systems. Two important elements of co-allocation that are absent when scheduling jobs in single clusters are the structure of jobs and the way they are spread across the clusters, and the number of schedulers in the system and how they interfere. Of course, using co-allocation does not mean that all jobs have to be split up into components and spread over the clusters, small jobs can still go to a single cluster. In this paper we consider what we call unordered job requests: Jobs specify the numbers of processors they need (exclusively) in the separate clusters-so we consider space sharing for rigid jobs [4] -but they are indifferent as to the clusters in which these numbers of processors are obtained. In general, there is in the system a mix of jobs with different numbers of job components.
We design six scheduling policies, some of which have several versions: one with only a global queue, one with only local queues, and four with both, in which case singlecomponent jobs go to the local queues and multi-component ones to the global queue. An important conclusion is that in the latter case, which will be the most common in practice, the best performance is often obtained by giving priority to the local queues, but in a restricted way taking care that global jobs do get some chance to run.
Other important factors influencing the performance of co-allocation in multiclusters which we studied previously are the job structure and sizes, and the sizes of the clusters in the system [6] , and the ratio of the speeds of local and widearea communications [7] . Also in [9] , co-allocation (called multi-site computing there) is studied, with as performance metric the (average weighted) response time. There, jobs only specify a total number of processors, and are split up across the clusters. The slow wide-area communication is accounted for by a factor r by which the total execution times are multiplied. Co-allocation is compared to keeping jobs local and to only sharing load among the clusters, assuming that all jobs fit in a single cluster. One of the most important findings is that for r less than or equal to 1:25, it pays to use co-allocation.
Our five-cluster second-generation Distributed ASCI Supercomputer (DAS) [1, 10] (and its predecessor), which was an important motivation for this work, was designed to assess the feasibility of running parallel applications across wide-area systems [5, 14, 16] . In the most general setting, GRID resources are very heterogeneous; in this paper we restrict ourselves to homogeneous multicluster systems, such as the DAS. Showing the viability of co-allocation in such systems may be regarded as a first step in assessing the benefit of co-allocation in more general GRID environments.
The Model
In this section we describe our model of multicluster systems based on the DAS system.
The DAS System
The DAS [2, 10] is a wide-area computer system consisting of four clusters of identical Pentium Pro processors, one with 128, the other three with 24 processors each. The clusters are interconnected by ATM links for wide-area communications, while for local communication inside the clusters Myrinet LANs are used. The system was designed for research on parallel and distributed computing. On single DAS clusters a local scheduler is used that allows users to request a number of processors bounded by the cluster's size, for a time interval which does not exceed an imposed limit.
The Workload
Although co-allocation is possible on the DAS, so far it has not been used enough to let us obtain statistics on the sizes of the jobs' components. However, from the log of the largest cluster of the system we found that over a period of three months, the cluster was used by 20 different users who ran 30 558 jobs. The sizes of the job requests took 58 values in the interval 1 128], for an average of 23:34 and a coefficient of variation of 1:11; their density is presented in Fig. 1 . The results comply with the distributions we use for the job-component sizes in that there is an obvious preference for small numbers and powers of two. From the jobs considered, 28 426 were recorded in the log with both starting and ending time, and we could compute their service time. Due to the fact that during working hours jobs are restricted to at most 15 minutes of service (they are automatically killed after that period), 94:45% of the recorded jobs ran less than 15 minutes. Figure 2 presents the density of service time values on the DAS, as it was obtained from the log. The average service time is 356.45 seconds and the coefficient of variation is 5:37. 
The Structure of the System
We model a multicluster system consisting of C clusters of processors, cluster i having N i processors, i = 1 : : : C . We assume that all processors have the same service rate.
By a job we understand a parallel application requiring some number of processors, possibly in multiple clusters (co-allocation). Jobs are rigid, so the numbers of processors requested by and allocated to a job are fixed. We call a task the part of a job that runs on a single processor. We assume that jobs only request processors and we do not include in the model other types of resources. For interarrival times we use exponential distributions.
The Structure of Job Requests and the Placement Policies
Jobs that require co-allocation have to specify the number and the sizes of their components, i.e., of the sets of tasks that have to go to the separate clusters. The distribution of the sizes of the job components is D(q) defined as follows: D(q) takes values on some interval n 1 n 2 ] with 0 < n 1 n 2 , and the probability of having job-component size i is p i = q i =Q if i is not a power of 2 and p i = 3 q i =Q if i is a power of 2, with Q such that the p i sum to 1. This distribution favours small sizes, and sizes that are powers of two, which has been found to be a realistic choice [11] . A job is represented by a tuple of C values, each of which is either generated from the distribution D(q) or is of size zero. We consider only unordered requests, where by the components of the tuple the job only specifies the numbers of processors it needs in the separate clusters, allowing the scheduler to choose the clusters for the components. Unordered requests model applications like FFT, where tasks in the same job component share data and need intensive communication, while tasks from different components exchange little or no information.
To determine whether an unordered request fits, we try to schedule its components in decreasing order of their sizes on distinct clusters. We use Worst Fit (WF) to place the components on clusters.
The Scheduling Policies
In a multicluster system where co-allocation is used, jobs can be either single-component or multi-component, and in a general case both types are simultaneously present in the system. It is useful to make this division since the single-component jobs do not use co-allocation while multicomponent jobs do. A scheduler dealing with the first type of jobs can be local to a cluster and does not need any knowledge about the rest of the system. For multicomponent jobs, the scheduler needs global information for its decisions.
Treating both types of jobs equally, or keeping singlecomponent jobs local and scheduling only multi-component jobs globally over the entire multicluster system, having a single global scheduler or schedulers local to each cluster, all these are decisions that influence the performance of the system. We consider the following approaches: Depending on the order in which the queues are enabled at job departures we define four variations of LS.
[LS-OR]
At each job departure all the queues are enabled in a fixed order, starting with the same queue.
[LS-RD] At each job departure all the queues are enabled, in a fixed order, starting with a queue randomly chosen. All queues have the same probability to be enabled first.
[LS-RO]
At each job departure all the queues are enabled, in the same order in which the processors on the corresponding clusters are released by the departing job (which is the same as the order in which the processors were allocated with WF): the queues associated to the clusters holding larger job components are enabled first. If the job has fewer components than the number of clusters, the queues local to the clusters not holding any component are enabled last.
[LS-DO] At each job departure the queues are enabled in the same order in which they were disabled. [LP-LF] Always, first the local queues are enabled and then the global queue.
[LP-GF] The queues are always enabled starting with the global queue.
[LP-RD] At each job departure, either the global queue is enabled first or all the local queues, with equal probability.
[EQ]
The system has both a global scheduler with a global queue, and local schedulers with local queues. Multi-component jobs go to the global queue and are scheduled by the global scheduler using co-allocation over the entire system. Single-component jobs are placed in one of the local queues and are scheduled by the local scheduler only on its corresponding cluster.
When a job departs all queues are enabled and repeatedly visited in a pre-defined order. We consider three different ways in which queues are enabled at departures.
[EQ-LF] First the local queues are enabled and then the global queue
[EQ-GF]
First the global queue is enabled, followed by the local queues.
[EQ-RD] At each job departure, either first the local schedulers are enabled and then the global one, or the other way around, both choices occurring with equal probability.
[LQ]
Both global and local schedulers; at any moment either the local schedulers are allowed to work, or the global one, depending on the lengths of their queues. The global queue is enabled if it is longer than all the local queues, otherwise the local queues are enabled. This strategy might seem to favour the local schedulers (the global scheduler is only permitted to schedule jobs when its queue is longer than all the others), but our results show that this is not the case. It takes into account the fact that each of the local schedulers accesses just one cluster, so they can be simultaneously enabled. To allow the local schedulers to work only when more of their queues are longer than the global queue would be much to the disadvantage of the local schedulers, especially if their queues are unbalanced.
For the policies with both local and global schedulers, the order in which the local queues are enabled does not matter since the jobs in them are only started on the local clusters.
In the extreme case, GP can indefinitely delay the singlecomponent jobs, and LP can do the same with the multicomponent jobs. In practice, an aging mechanism has to be implemented in order to prevent this behaviour.
In all the cases considered, both the local and the global schedulers use the First Come First Served (FCFS) policy to choose the next job to run. We choose not to include communication in our model because it would not change the quality of the results since all policies are tested with identical job streams (the same numbers of components).
Performance Evaluation
In this section we assess the performance of multicluster systems for the six scheduling policies introduced (Sect. 2.5), depending on the job-stream composition and the way the single-component jobs are spread among the local queues.
The simulations are for a system with 4 clusters of 32 processors each, and the job-component sizes are generated from D(0:9) on the interval 1 8]. The simulation programs were implemented using the CSIM simulation package [15] . For the distribution of service times we use an exponential distribution with mean 1.
Jobs can have between 1 and 4 components, and the percentages of jobs with the different numbers of components influence the performance of the system. We express the job-stream composition as a tuple of four values representing, in this order, the percentages of 1-, 2-, 3-and 4-component jobs submitted to the system.
We consider nine job-stream compositions depending on the percentages of jobs with different numbers of components. For all these compositions we consider first that local queues are balanced in the sense that they receive the same percentages of jobs submitted locally. For job-stream composition (80 0 0 20) we add the case when the local queues are unbalanced, one of them receiving 40% and the other three 20% of the jobs submitted locally. All the ten cases which result are presented in Table 1 .
When there are both local and global queues in the system we can expect that the performance differs between the global and local queues and is dependent on the policy. This is why for the EQ, GP, LP and LQ policies we depict beside the total average response time, the average response times for the local queues and the global queue.
When comparing the bar charts in this section to each other, one must be aware that the displayed results are at different utilizations. In each chart, the utilizations are chosen high enough so that at least one of the policies is close to the maximum utilization. 
Policies with multiple versions
For the LS, LP and EQ policies the order in which the queues are enabled at job departures has a significant influence on the performance, as the results in this section show. Depending on this order, we defined four versions of LS and three versions of LP and EQ, which are being compared below.
The LS policy
We compare the four versions of LS for nine of the ten cases introduced in Table 1 : when all jobs are single-component they are restricted to their corresponding cluster and the order of enabling the queues does not influence the results.
In Fig. 3 the local queues are balanced, while in Fig.  4 they are not. In all the cases with balanced queues the LS-DO version of the policy, where queues are enabled in the order in which they were disabled, displays the best performance. It treats all jobs and queues fairly, keeping in balance the numbers of jobs run from each queue, and since the queues receive equal percentages of the job stream, their lengths stay similar. When after a departure the queues are repeatedly visited, those which get disabled earlier managed to schedule fewer or at most the same number of jobs as the queues disabled later, so enabling them first is a good way to keep the queues balanced.
The worst performance in Fig. 3a -g is shown by LS-OR. Here the queues are enabled each time in the same order, an approach which tends to favour and keep empty the queues visited earlier (especially the first queue), while allowing the queues visited last to grow. When scheduling decisions are taken, there are up to four jobs (when no queue is empty) from which to choose one that fits in the system. The OR version unbalances the lengths of the queues and, emptying the queues visited first, it also reduces the set of jobs among which the system searches for one that fits.
LS-RD displays very good performance in Fig. 3a -h due to the fact that at each departure it randomly chooses the queue to be enabled first, which maintains in general balanced queue lengths. However, it does not take into account the job stream and it can delay large jobs that are hard to fit, decreasing the performance. Unlike LS-RD, LS-DO remembers the jobs that did not fit and enables the corresponding queues in the same order helping this way the large jobs to run: a queue repeatedly disabled because of the same (large) job advances in the visiting order if the other queues manage sooner to schedule their jobs, finally being enabled first at each departure until its job fits. This yields a better queue lengths balance when the DO version is used, and as a consequence a better performance.
In the cases in Fig. 3a -f, the performance of LS-RO is close to that of LS-RD. The RO variation of the policy is good for local jobs: when the load of the system is high and a job releases its processors, there is a good chance that the clusters hosting larger components will have larger numbers of idle processors. Enabling first the queues corresponding to those clusters gives the single-component jobs in the queues a better chance to run, before a multi-component job takes the processors away. This variation of the LS policy looks at the load of the system and not at the lengths of the queues. It assumes that keeping the load of the system balanced keeps the queues balanced as well, and that scheduling first the local jobs, restricted to their cluster, yields better performance since for the global jobs the components can be shuffled.
When local jobs do not represent the majority, LS-RO displays good performance. However, for a high percentage of local jobs, as Fig. 3g, h show, LS-RO is a bad choice. The explanation resides in the way the local and the global jobs interact there: at high loads, a queue that gets disabled with a multi-component job at its top while all the other queues have local jobs that fit has very little chance to have its job scheduled until another multi-cluster job appears in another queue and gets scheduled, or some of the other queues become empty. When the local jobs scheduled from the other queues end, those queues will be visited first, leaving little room for the multi-component job.
Comparing the versions of LS for job-stream compositions with more than 80% local jobs, we find that DO balances the queue lengths (and also the load of the system, since all queues receive the same percentages of jobs with different numbers of components) adapting to the workload, RD balances the load but does not adapt to the jobs in the system, OR keeps the queue lengths unbalanced due to the way queues are visited, and RO causes the worst unbalance for the queues, taking the worst decisions by avoiding exactly the queues which have jobs that do not fit. LS-OR improves for a very low percentage of global jobs (see Figure 4 shows the average response time for the variations of the LS policy when 80% of jobs are singlecomponent and the queues are unbalanced -one queue receives 40% of the jobs arriving to the system. OR displays the best performance because it gives priority exactly to the queue receiving more jobs, visiting it first after each job departure. DO, RD and RO have higher response times because they treat all queues the same, ignoring the fact that one of them receives twice as many jobs and letting the corresponding queue grow. RO has the worst performance due to the high percentage of single-component jobs.
The LP policy
In this section we compare the three versions of the LP policy defined. Since with LP the local queues only get singlecomponent jobs, which are restricted to the local cluster, the relative order in which they are enabled does not matter.
Only seven of the cases considered are relevant here: for 100% single-component jobs there are only local queues, while for 100% multi-component jobs there is only the global queue. In Fig. 5 the local queues are balanced, while in Fig. 6 the unbalanced case is assessed.
All charts in Fig. 5 display the best total performance for LP-GF when at each job departure the global queue is enabled first; also the average response time for the global queue is the smallest for the GF variation of the policy. Looking at the local queues, we notice that enabling first the global queue deteriorates very little their performance: in most cases there is a very small increase in response time for the local queues compared to LP-LF. On the other hand, for the global queue enabling first the local queues with LP-LF causes a large increase in response time compared to LP-GF. For LP-GF, the performance of the local queues gets worse compared to LP-LF when the global jobs have fewer components, since they fit better on the system and leave less room for the local jobs (see job-stream composition (50 50 0 0)). When there is a high percentage of global jobs and they have many components, enabling the global queue first does not bother much the local jobs and has a good effect on the global jobs.
We can conclude that LP-GF is the best choice for the job-stream compositions in Fig. 5 , while having a higher total average response time and a very bad performance for the global jobs makes LP-LF the worst option. In all the cases from the figure, LP-RD has a total performance worse than LP-GF and better than LP-LF, and the average response times for the global and local queues have values situated between those displayed by the GF and LF versions. This is due to the fact that LP-RD randomly chooses at each departure whether to enable first the global queue or the local queues, treating both types of queues equally.
When the local queues are unbalanced (see Fig. 6 ), LP-LF has the best total performance because always enabling the local queues first allows the queue with a higher load to fit its jobs without being bothered by the multi-component jobs from the global queue. No other choice can improve the situation for the most loaded queue as long as local jobs are restricted to the local cluster. On the negative side, LP-LF has a bad performance for the global queue. Here, LP-GF provides a high total average and a very high average response time for the local queues. LP-RD has a slightly worse total performance than LP-LF and a higher response time for the local queues, but a much lower response time for the global queue. If we are interested to have a good total performance or a low response time for the local jobs, LP-LF is the best option in this case, but if we also want a low response time for the global queue, LP-RD should be chosen since its total performance and average response time for the local queues are not much worse than those of LP-LF, and it gives a much lower response time for the global jobs. 
The EQ policy
Like with the LP policy, for the EQ policy we defined three different versions; also in this case local queues only get single-component jobs and the order in which these queues are enabled does not matter. Again, only seven of the cases are relevant since for 100% single-component jobs there are only local queues, while when all jobs are multi-component there is only the global queue. In the charts in Fig. 7 the local queues are balanced, while in Fig. 8 they are not. Similar to the LP policy, all the charts in Fig. 7 display the best total performance for the GF version of the EQ policy; also the average response time for the global queue is the smallest for EQ-GF. In most cases, enabling first the global queue deteriorates very little the response time of the local queues compared to EQ-LF, while for the global queue enabling first the local queues with EQ-LF, causes a large increase in response time.
For EQ-GF, the average response time of the local queues gets worse compared to EQ-LF when the global jobs have fewer components, since they fit better on the system and leave less room for the local jobs (see composition (50 50 0 0)). Compared to LP, for EQ this deterioration is significantly larger. While even the GF version of LP gives priority to local jobs, EQ-GF does not. Here, when the global jobs have few components the response time is lower for the global queue than for the local queues, which can be explained by the fact that the local jobs are restricted to their clusters and global jobs can be scheduled on any clusters where they fit. For a high percentage of global jobs with many components, enabling the global queue first does not bother much the local jobs and has a very good effect on the global jobs. In such cases EQ-GF is the best option, while EQ-LF which has a higher total average response time, and a very bad performance for the global jobs is the worst.
Similarly as for LP, in all these cases EQ-RD has a total performance worse than EQ-GF and better than EQ-LF, and the average response times for the global and the local queues have values situated between those displayed by the GF and LF versions. For the job-stream composition (50 50 0 0) EQ-RD can be the most appropriate choice because its total performance is only slightly worse than that of EQ-GF, it is almost as good as EQ-LF for the local queues and much better for the global queue.
Similarly to LS, for unbalanced local queues EQ-LF has the best performance. On the other hand, EQ-LF has a rather bad performance for the global queue. Here, EQ-GF provides a much worse total performance and a very high average response time for the local queues. EQ-RD has a slightly worse total performance than EQ-LF and slightly higher response time for the local queues, but a much lower response time for the global queue. If we look for a good total performance or a low response time for the local jobs EQ-LF is the best option for this case, but if we also want a low response time for the global queue, EQ-RD should be chosen. 
Performance comparison of the policies

Dealing with both single-and multi-component jobs
For all the cases in this section we depict the response times at two utilization values; at the second value the system is already saturated for some of the policies (indicated by SAT). Figure 9 compares the policies for a job stream containing 1-, 2-, 3-and 4-component jobs in equal proportions, at two utilization values. The best performance is obtained for LS, where all jobs go to the local schedulers and all four schedulers are allowed to spread the multi-component jobs over the entire system. At any moment, the system tries to schedule up to four jobs (when no queue is empty), one from each of the four local queues, and the FCFS policy is transformed this way into a form of backfilling with a window of size 4. This explains why LS is better than the other policies. A disadvantage for LS compared to GS is that LS can place 1-component jobs only on the cluster where they were submitted, while the GS can choose from the four clusters one where the job fits. However, in the case in Fig. 9 , only 25% of jobs have one component, so their negative influence on the performance of LS is small. GP, LP, EQ, and LQ try to schedule up to 5 jobs at a time, but since 75% of the jobs in the system are multi-component and they all go to the global queue, and only the rest of 25% is distributed among the local queues, their performance is worse than that of LS.
GP displays the worst performance; it gives priority to the global scheduler and only allows the local schedulers to run jobs when the global queue is empty. Even if the job at the head of the global queue does not fit, the policy does not allow jobs from the local queues to run and this deteriorates the performance. The average response time for the global queue is the best from all the policies, but the average response time for the local queues is much worse than for the other policies. Since most of the jobs are multi-component, the global queue is the longest in most of the cases when a scheduling decision has to be taken and LQ behaves similarly to GP, its performance being the second worst. For the utilization value in the second chart, the system is saturated for both GS and LQ.
LP and EQ also run mostly jobs from the global queue, but they do not delay the jobs from the local queues when the job at the top of the global queue does not fit and this improves their performance. LP has a slightly better total average, and although it favours the local queues enabling the global queue only when at least one local queue is empty, it also has a better average response time for the global queue than EQ. Since there are few local jobs in the system, LP favouring them does not delay the multi-component jobs, on the contrary, imposing an order among queues and not randomly mixing jobs from the local and global queues allows jobs to fit better. Figures 10, 11 and 12 show that for GP the performance improves with the decrease of the percentages of jobs with 3 and 4 components: the local, global and total average response times for GP are smaller in Fig 12. Since jobs with more components cause a higher capacity loss, it is a bad choice not to allow the local schedulers to try to fit jobs from their own queues when the job at the head of the global queue does not fit. Waiting for enough idle processors in multiple clusters for that job results in a deterioration of the performance. This is shown also by the fact that component jobs, which are restricted to a certain cluster, to be placed and only then trying to schedule multi-component jobs for which the scheduler can shuffle the components, is a good choice when there are many jobs with 3 and 4 components. It also seems that when none of the local queues is empty, delaying the global jobs to wait for the local jobs to fit does not deteriorate much the performance of LP when at most 50% of jobs are local; this choice is an advantage for LS when the percentage of local jobs is smaller (see Fig.  9 ).
The differences in performance are larger in Fig. 10 where there are 50% 4-component jobs. In Figs. 11 and  12 , where there are no 4-component jobs, all policies display more similar performance.
EQ has a good performance for all chosen job mixes because it tries to fit as many jobs as possible from all queues without taking into account the characteristics of the job stream. Favouring the multi-component jobs by enabling the global queue first at job departures also has a positive influence on performance. In Fig. 12 EQ is slightly better than LP due to the fact that there are many 1-component jobs and the 2-component jobs fit very well on the system. Also when there is a higher percentage of local jobs (see Figs. 13 and 14) EQ displays the best performance; here LP is worse because for 80% and 90% local jobs the policy significantly delays the global jobs. GS also shows good results for a high percentage of single-component jobs due to the fact that it does not restrict the local jobs to the cor- responding cluster; at 90% local jobs its performance approaches that of EQ. LQ has a rather good performance in these two cases, balancing the lengths of the local and global queues.
Increasing the percentage of 1-component jobs would improve the performance of GS and deteriorate all the others (when there are 100% single-component jobs GP, EQ, LQ and LP all become LS). Increasing the percentage of multi-component jobs would improve the performance of LS, but worsen it for the rest (when there are only multicomponent jobs GP, EQ, LQ and LP become GS). Figures 15, 16 and 17 compare only the GS and LS strategies. The system in Fig. 15 contains only single-component jobs, so EQ, GP, LP, and LQ are reduced to LS. In the other two cases there are only multi-component jobs, so EQ, GP, LP and LQ become GS. We also used these cases to check our simulations and gain confidence in the results. When there are only single-component jobs in the system (Fig. 15) , GS has better performance due to the fact that it chooses the clusters for the jobs (with WF), while with LS jobs can be scheduled only on the clusters they were submitted to. With single-component jobs GS does a sort of load balancing over the entire system while LS keeps the clusters in isolation.
Dealing with only single-or multi-component jobs
In Figures 16 and 17 LS proves to be better because for multi-component jobs the local schedulers are not restricted to their own clusters and there are up to four jobs at a time from which to choose one that fits in the system.
The unbalanced case
For the policies defining local queues, Fig. 18 compares the performance for a job-stream composition with 80% local jobs and unbalanced local queues (40% of the local jobs go to one queue).
Although LS with its OR version favours the local queue receiving the highest percentage of jobs, always enabling it first at job departures, its performance is worse than that of EQ and LP. Due to the separate global queue, EQ and LP look at the top of five queues for a job that fits, compared to only four queues in the case of LS. Both LP and EQ favour the local queues at job departures (the LF versions) but LP gives slightly worse results because it delays more the multi-component jobs by not letting them run unless at least one local queue is empty.
Local versus global queues
In this section we discuss the performance of global and local jobs when there are both global and local queues, i.e., for LP, EQ, GP and LQ.
Considering the separate results for local and global queues, we notice that while LP provides the best results for local jobs, GP is the best for the global jobs. LP and EQ display a low response time for both the local and the global queues, with EQ showing better performance than LP for the global queue, while LP is better for the local queues.
If there is a high percentage of multi-component jobs LQ yields a smaller average response time for the global queue, while when there is a high percentage of single-component jobs it provides better response time for the local queues. LQ is fair to all jobs from the perspective that if there is a large job, be it single-or multi-cluster, which is difficult to fit on the system, not only will LQ give that job a chance to run sooner than with other policies (unless they directly favour that type of jobs), but it will also limit the delay for the jobs behind it in the queue. In fact, LQ keeps the lengths of the queues balanced, switching its behaviour between GP and LP depending on the queue lengths. On the negative side, with LQ the performance of jobs of one type is more sensitive to the performance of jobs of the other type than for EQ, GP or LP.
When none of the local queues is empty the LP policy strongly favours the local schedulers by not letting the global scheduler run. However, when at least one local queue is empty and a job departs, the global scheduler is enabled first (LP-GF). This decision has a positive effect on the overall performance but slightly deteriorates the performance of the local queues and makes it dependent on the global jobs: the better the global jobs fit, the worse the performance of the local jobs is. This dependency is even stronger for EQ.
From these four policies the most practical would be either LP or EQ, since the other two delay the local jobs and it can be expected that the organizations owning the different clusters would not like their local jobs to be delayed in favour of the global, multi-component jobs. In most of the cases, for both EQ and LP the GF version gave better results: at job departures, enabling first the global queue improves the total average response time and has little influence on the local jobs. Our results show that, for policies like LP and EQ, even a high percentage of global jobs in the system does not deteriorate the performance of the local jobs. However, users submitting multi-component jobs to a system implementing such a policy should be aware that the performance of their jobs is much influenced by the local jobs and it can be significantly lower than the overall performance of the system.
Conclusions
In this paper we evaluated different scheduling policies for co-allocation, with unordered requests, in multicluster systems.
For a high percentage of single-component jobs, allowing them to run on any of the clusters, even if scheduled by a single global scheduler, proved to be a better choice than keeping them local to the cluster they were submitted to.
For multi-component jobs, having more schedulers in the system and distributing the jobs among them improves the performance: any of the jobs at the heads of the queues can be chosen to run if it fits, which generates a form of backfilling with a window equal to the number of queues in the system.
When dealing with unbalanced local queues, the scheduling policy should give priority to the local queues if there are both local queues and a global queue in the system. When there are only local queues (the global jobs are also submitted locally) the queue receiving a higher percentage of jobs should be favoured by the policy.
We might expect that if the clusters have different owners a policy that favours the local jobs would be preferred. For this reason, although EQ-GF gives in most of the cases with balanced queues slightly better results, a version of LP can be more suited. We can then choose LP-GF because although at job departures it favours the global queue, we have shown that this does not significantly worsen the performance for the local jobs, while it is better for both the total performance and the average response time for the global jobs. Choosing LP-LF instead would bring too little improvement for the local jobs to make the loss in total performance and in the global jobs' performance worthwhile.
